
WATER & POWER CONNECTIONS – SHOWER & TOILET TRAILERS 

IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ BEFORE HIRING A SHOWER OR LUXURY TOILET TRAILER 

As part of our service we connect our hire units to water and power on delivery and test before leaving the site. We 

therefore require a suitable water and power supply along with appropriate connections to be made available on 

site when we make our delivery. 

Clear instructions are issued with each Booking Form as to what connections are required, if you have any problems 

or queries please let us know when completing this form.   

If you have qualified plumbers and electricians on site and wish them to carry out these connections please ensure 

that you notify us before delivery.  We will require contact details for these personnel.  Please note that, as the hirer 

you will be fully responsible for the correct connection of the hire unit and for any damage incurred as a result of 

incorrect connections.  We will endeavour to arrange a site visit to rectify any faults caused in this way but cannot 

guarantee that we will be able to rectify these during the hire period. 

 

 

 

Requirements for all toilet trailers – 

Appropriate power supply, this can be either a mains 3 pin 13Amp socket or a generator.  If a generator is to be 

used please ensure that a minimum of 3KW is available for the toilet unit and that it can be left on for the entire 

period of the event.   

The toilet trailer is supplied with a 20 metre cable with a 16Amp socket (blue type similar to a caravan).  For 

connection to a mains supply an additional connector with 3 pin 13Amp plug can be supplied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Requirements for all shower trailers – 

Appropriate power supply, this can be either a mains 3 pin 13Amp socket or a generator.  If a generator is to be 

used please ensure that a minimum of 3KW is available for the toilet unit and that it can be left on for the period of 

the event.  The toilet trailer is supplied with a 20 metre cable with a 16Amp socket (blue type similar to a caravan).  

For connection to a mains supply an additional connector with 3 pin 13Amp plug can be supplied. 

 

Appropriate water supply, this can be either a mains or private water supply. The water pressure needs to be a 

minimum of 2 ½ - 3 Bar pressure to ensure that the shower unit works to full capacity.  To allow us to connect the 

unit we ideally require access to a 25 mm alkathene pipe although if you have other connections on site we may be 

able to work with them, please contact us well in advance of your hire date to discuss.  The shower unit is supplied 

with a 25 metre length of alkathene pipe so all connections need to ideally be within this distance from the unit 

location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appropriate provision for waste, this can be either into an existing drain or soakaway or in a field location along a 

hedgerow. The shower unit is supplied with a 10 metre length of 40mm waste pipe so the 

unit needs to ideally be within this distance from drain. 

 

 

 

Appropriate Gas supply, the unit is delivered with one 19Kg LPG cylinder included in the hire charge unless 

otherwise arranged.  Dependent on usage this will last for some considerable time.  We can supply additional 

cylinders as long as this is prearranged. 

 

 

 

 

 


